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1 Minimal system requirements 

The OMERO Storage Manager will run on a Linux or Windows machine with at least 1 GB of 
memory free, 
If there is less, the startup script needs to be modified, remove the ‘-Xmx1G’ option in the 
/opt/omeroSM/bin/omeroSMServer (for Linux) after the installation is finished. 
 
On linux, make sure that 32bit applications are able to run. 
If that is not the case, then the ia32-libs or libc6-i386 package needs to be installed 
 
On linux, the OMERO Storage Manager will run as either the omero user or as the columbus 
user, depending if columbus or omero is installed. If neither is installed, the software will run 
under the omeroSM account. 
It is important that the user which is used has full access to the omero data directory when 
you are planning to archive, purge and restore image files. 
 
The same applies to the archive locations, make sure the used user accounts has read/write 
access to those locations. If it is a share network folder, make sure you have user and/or 
group ids which are known on all system. 
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2 Installing the DAX OMERO Storage Manager 

2.1 Installing on Linux 

Downloading the software 
The software can be downloaded as an installable shell script file from the 
www.omerostoragemanager.com website. 
 
Install the omeroSM package 
Open a shell as the root user and perform the following command: 
 
./omeroSM.sh 

 
After the installation is finished, the system needs to be configured. 
This can be done with the following command: 
 
sudo -u omero /opt/omeroSM/bin/configure install 
()On Columbus installation, use ‘sudo -u columbus’ instead of ‘sudo -u omero’) 

 
Section 2.3 will explain the configuration in more detail. 
 
This will install the binaries into /opt/omeroSM and the data files in /var/opt/omeroSM. 
Also, the omeroSM service will be installed so the omero storage manager will be 
automatically started at boot time. 
 
 
To start omeroSM after the configuration, enter the following command 
 
sudo service omeroSM start 

 
 

2.2 Installing on Windows 

Downloading the software 
The install.exe can be downloaded from the www.omerostoragemanager.com website. 
The installer will install the software in [program files]\omeroSM. 
 
There is also a windows service created (OMERO Storage Manager) so the software will be 
started automatically when the system starts. 
 

2.3 Configuration 

 
After the installation, the install will automatically run the configuration script which will ask 
the following questions: 
 
****************************************************************************** 
* OMERO DATABASE SETTINGS                                                    * 
* -----------------------                                                    * 
* The OMERO Storage Manager needs to connect to the OMERO database           * 
* for finding the images for all projects and screens                        * 
*                                                                            * 
****************************************************************************** 
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CURRENT OMERO DATABASE SETTINGS: 
OMERO DB Server   : 
OMERO DB Database : 
OMERO DB Username : 
OMERO DB Password : 
Status            :Error: No database server is configured yet 
 
Change these settings? (y/n) [n]: 

 
Enter ‘y’ here and fill in the OMERO database settings. 
This is the same database as the OMERO installation is using. 
This database is needed to find all projects, screens and all the images that belong to these. 
 
Please note that if the OMERO Storage Manager is running on another machine then 
OMERO, it might be that the PostgreSQL database needs to be configured to allow this 
system to access the database. 
 
For that, an entry needs to be added in the ~postgres\data\pg_hba.conf file: 
host    all     all     172.25.2.209/0  md5 

Instead of 172.25.2.209, use the ip address of the server which contains the OMERO 
Storage Manager. 
 
After the settings are correct, you should se the following screen: 
 
OMERO DB Server []:172.25.2.186 
OMERO DB Database []:omero4 
OMERO DB Username []:postgres 
OMERO DB Password []: 
Apply new changes? (y/n) [y]:y 
Testing new settings, please wait... 
 
Database is configured correctly, press enter to continue... 

 
After pressing enter, the configuration will ask where the OMERO files are located. 
 
 
****************************************************************************** 
* DATA FOLDER                                                                * 
* -----------------------                                                    * 
* This is the location where the physical images are located.                * 
* The data folder typically contains the /Files, /Pixels and /Thumbnails     * 
* folders.                                                                   * 
*                                                                            * 
****************************************************************************** 
 
CURRENT DATA FOLDER: 
Data folder: 
Status     :not set 
 
Change data folder? (y/n) [n]: 
 

 
The data folder is the location where the OMERO Storage Manager is able to find the 
images, pixels and thumbnails that are used by the OMERO server. 
This is needed in order to calculate the size of each project or screen, and to be able to 
archive/restore the files to/from an archive location. 
 
After filling in these values, the following screen will be shown: 
 
Data folder []:/data/omerodata 
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Apply changes ? (y/n) [y]:y 
 
The Datafolder is succesfully configured, press enter to continue... 

 
After pressing enter, the configuration will ask on which port the web interface should 
accessable. 
By default, port 7777 will be used. 
 
****************************************************************************** 
* WEB PORT                                                                   * 
* -----------------------                                                    * 
* The OMERO Storage Manager is running as a web application.                 * 
* On which port this is running can be configured here.                      * 
*                                                                            * 
****************************************************************************** 
 
CURRENT WEB PORT: 
Web port :7777 
 
Change web port? (y/n) [n]: 

 
After the port number, it is possible to enter any license keys. 
 
Without a license key, the OMERO Storage Manager is able to scan all projects/screens and 
give statistics about that. 
With a license, the OMERO Storage Manager is able to archive/restore all the files from the 
projects/screens to and from archive locations. 
 
****************************************************************************** 
* LICENSE KEYS                                                               * 
* -----------------------                                                    * 
* For the free version, no license is needed.                                * 
* For the licensed version, the license can be filled in here.               * 
*                                                                            * 
* Only the licensed version of the OMERO Archive Manager is able to archive  * 
* and restore projects.                                                      * 
*                                                                            * 
* A free trial license can be acquired from the OMERO Storage Manager        * 
* website (www.omerostoragemanager.com/license)                              * 
*                                                                            * 
****************************************************************************** 
 
CURRENT LICENSES: 
Machines hostID:7f0200 
License keys   : 
 
Add new license key? (y/n) [n]: 

 
 
A temporary license can be requested from the www.omerostoragemanager.com website.  
The hostID (which is shown in this screen) must be filled in on the website, and a license key 
will be emailed back to you. 
 
When a valid license in entered, the configuration will display the following: 
 
Add new license key? (y/n) [n]:y 
 
License key :4832131099429688017870730 
 
Add license '4832131099429688017870730'? (y/n) [y]:y 
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System is now fully licensed, press enter to continue... 

 
Without a valid license, the configuration is finished. 
 
If there is a valid license, the configuration will ask details about archiving. 
 
****************************************************************************** 
* BACKEND SETTINGS                                                           * 
* -----------------------                                                    * 
* This is the location where the OMERO Storage Manager can archive the       * 
* projects and screens to.                                                   * 
* Note: this is only applicable for the licensed version, the free           * 
* version is not able to archive/restore projects                            * 
*                                                                            * 
****************************************************************************** 
 
CURRENT BACKEND SETTINGS (loading may take a while): 
No backend is specified yet 
 
Change these settings? (y/n) [n]: 

 
 
The backend is the location to where you would like to archive the files from the 
projects/screens to. 
 
There are 3 types of archive locations: 

- HDD : Archive to a (removable) hard disk location 
- Tape : Use your existing backup mechanism to archive the files 
- Auto : Use an automated archive mechanism 

 
More details about the different backend type can be found in the ‘Backend Configuration’ 
section later in this manual, this will describe the differences between the HDD, Tape and 
Auto archive types. 
 
In the following example, we will select the HDD archive type, meaning that we use a 
harddrive (or network location) to archive the files to. 
 
Change these settings? (y/n) [n]:y 
Name []:archive 
mountpoint []:/data 
max size []:2TB 
type (hdd,tape,auto) []:hdd 
 
Testing new settings, please wait... 

 
After the backend has been filled in, the configuration will ask if you would like to change the 
owner/group of a project/screen as soon as these have been purged (removing the files that 
belong to that project/screen after these were archived). 
 
When you specify a dedicated “archive” user and group for this, then all projects that are 
purged will belong to that user and group, meaning that other users will not see them 
anymore in e.g. OMERO Insight. 
The projects will still be visible in the OMERO Storage Manager, and users can restore the 
projects/screens from there. After a project or screen is restored, the project/screen will be 
moved to the original user and group. 
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To specify the user and group the following setting must configured: 
 
 
 
****************************************************************************** 
* ARCHIVE USER                                                               * 
* -----------------------                                                    * 
* When the OMERO Storage Manager has archived projects or screens, it is     * 
* possible to 'purge' the projects/screen (removing all files from the       * 
* datafolder), these projects/screens can be restored later.                 * 
* When a project/screen is purged, it is possible to move the project/screen * 
* to another user while the project/screen images are not online.            * 
* To which user this is can be configured here.                              * 
* It is recommented to user a dedicated 'archive' user for this.             * 
*                                                                            * 
* Note that this is only applicable for the licensed version.                * 
*                                                                            * 
****************************************************************************** 
 
CURRENT ARCHIVE USER: 
Move purged projects/screens to an archive user? :true 
Archive user  :(-1) 
Archive group :(-1) 
Status        :error (User with id -1 and group with id -1 both do not exists 
 

 
You can select a existing user for this, or you can create a new user. 
Note that this new user will be created in the OMERO database. 
 
 
Change settings? (y/n) [n]:y 
Move purged projects/screens to an archive user? (yes/no) [y]: 
Current users:   
  0:root 
  1:guest 
  n:[create a new user] 
 
Select the userID [-1]:n 
Name for the new user archive 
Current groups:   
  0:system 
  1:user 
  2:default 
  3:guest 
  n:[create a new group] 
 
Select the groupID [-1]:n 
Name for the new group archive 
 
Apply changes ? (y/n) [y]:y 
 

 
All main settings are now set, and the system gives an overview of the configured settings 
and will ask the user to change or review any of the data. 
 
****************************************************************************** 
* CONFIGURATION IS FINISHED                                                  * 
****************************************************************************** 
 
****************************************************************************** 
 
CURRENT STATUS        :  (loading may take a while) 
------------------------------------------------------ 
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OMERO DB Settings     : ok 
OMERO data folder     : ok (/data/omerodata) 
Web port number       : ok (port 7777) 
License settings      : Full version 
Backend settings      : ok 
OMERO archive user    : ok 
 
 
Configuration is finished 
 
Would you like to change or review any of the settings? (yes/no) [n]: 

 
After pressing ‘n’, the configuration will be terminated and the omeroSM service will be 
started. 
 
Note (1), this configuration tool can be accessed again afterwards by starting ‘configure’ tool. 
 
Note (2), the software uses the installation directory as the working directory. The working 
directory is used to store the database, logfiles, sessions etc. 
To change the working directory, the new folder can be configured in the var/workdir.txt files. 
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3 First Usage 

The OMERO Storage Manager can be accessed from a web browser. 
Enter the following URL in the browser http://[ip-of-server]:7777 
 
This will show the following login screen. 
 

 
 
To login, you can use the username and password of any of your existing OMERO users. 
 
To login as an administrator, you need to login with the username ‘root’, without a password 
(defaultly). 
The root password can be set in the setting pages. 
If there also is an OMERO root user, it is also possible to use the OMERO root password to 
login as root. 
 

 
 
After logging in, the system status is shown, and an overview of all the current projects and 
screens. 
Note that it may take a minute or 2 before all projects of the OMERO system are shown 
here, the system needs to find them first from the OMERO database. 
 
Since we have just installed the OMERO Storage Manager, we have no information about 
the number of files within the projects yet. 
 
This will become more clear when pressing the [Manage OMERO projects and screen] link. 
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You will see all projects and screens from your OMERO system, and the status of all is ‘Not 
scanned’. 
 
Scanning means that the OMERO Storage Manager will find all image files that belong to 
this project and calculate the size of these projects. 
 
The system is able to automatically scan all the projects and screens every day, but it is also 
possible to manually scan a project or screen. 
 
To manually scan a project, select a screen and press [Scan selected projects/screen] 
 
This following window will appear: 
 

 
 
After pressing the [Reload this page] link, the progress of the scan can be seen. 
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When the scan is finished, a summary for this project is available. 
 

 
 
In the summary you can see from how many files this project exists, and the size of all the 
files together. 
 
It is also possible to see the last access time of the files, which will give some information 
about when this project was lastly used. 
 
To automatically scan all projects and screen each day, the settings page must be opened 
(from the home page, select ‘administration’ and choose ‘settings’) 
 
This will show all settings. 
 

 
 
To schedule the automatic scanning, enable the ‘Automatic Project/Screen scanning’. 
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After changing it press the [apply changes] button on the bottom on the screen. 
 
The system will now scan at the specified time. 
 
To force the system to scan all projects directly, enter to ‘tools’ section on the left side of the 
screen (in the administration page). 

 
When pressing the [Run scheduled projects/screens now], the system will start scanning all 
projects and screens. 
 
Like all other actions in the OMERO Storage Manager, the scan request will be placed in a 
queue and handled one by one by a separate process. 
 
To view all queued requests, the current requests (and also all previous sessions) can be 
monitored fro the status information screen. 
To see the status information screen, select the [more status information] link on the home 
page. 
 
This following page will be shown: 
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When the scan is finished, the projects and screen page will show the details for all projects 
and screens. 
 

 
 
The list of projects/screens can be sorted on all visible fields by clicking on the header text. 
This can be used to find all projects/screen that have not been accessed for a long period, or 
all screens/projects that are very large. 
 
It is also possible to filter the list on all fields. 
The is a quick filter to quickly find a project/screen based on the ID, description or from a 
user/group. 
 
With the [add filter rule] it is possible to search on all the other fields. 
To show all projects or screens that have been accessed after 01-05-2009, the following rule 
can be added. 
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4 Archiving, purging and restoring projects and screens 

 
The licensed version of the OMERO Storage Manager allows the user to archive, purge and 
restore projects and screens. 
 
Archiving can be done to 3 different storages types. 
 
The first storage type is a hard disk location. This can be a fixed hard disk, but can also be a 
set of removable disks (e.g. USB disks). The system keeps track of what was archived to 
which disk and can request the administrator to reconnect a removable disk when a project 
or screen is requested to be restored that was archived to a disk that is disconnected. 
 
The second storage type is to a tape backup location. 
Archiving will be done to a hard disk location which must be backed up by the customers 
backup software and must be removed after the backup has finished. 
When a project or screen is requested to be restored, the system will send an email to the 
administrator that a specific archive folder must be restored from the backup to a specified 
location. 
 
The last storage type is an automatic archive location. 
Archiving will also be done to a hard disk location, but after a project or screen is archived, 
the system will create an XML file which describes the just archived project or screen. 
This XML file can be used by a third party software to automatically process the just archived 
project or screen. 
When a project needs to be restored, also an XML file is generated with a request to restore 
a project to a specific location. 
With this mechanism, a fully automated archiving and restoring mechanism can be created. 
E.g. The FFA software from DAX Archiving Solutions is able to monitor these XML files and 
can make sure that all the archived files will be stored to e.g. a BluRay jukebox or tape 
library automatically. Also when a project or screen must be restored, the FFA software will 
read the request from the XML file and restore the project from the BluRay disk in the 
jukebox or from a tape in the tape library automatically. 
 
More information about the three storage types can be found in the ‘Backend Configuration’ 
chapter of this manual. 
 
Archiving projects and screens can be performed manually or automatically. 
The automatic archiver can be configured to automatically archive a project when it is older 
then a specified age. 
 
Archiving makes a copy of the files that belong to a project or screen to the archive location 
but leaves the files on the main storage. 
 
Removing the files from the main storage is called ‘purging’ and can be done to reclaim 
space on the main storage. 
Files will only be purged when they are also archived. Purging a project or screen that is not 
archived will not remove any files. 
 
When a project or screen is purged, the project/screen is moved to an ‘archive’ user and the 
description is renamed (the prefix ‘(archived)’ is added). This is done to clarify to the users 
that this project is archived. 
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When an archived project or screen needs to be restored, the system will restore all files 
back to the main storage and the project/screen is moved back to the original user. Also the 
description is renamed back to the original name.  
 

4.1 Manually archiving a project or screen 

To manually archive a project or screen, select the projects and screens you would like to 
archive and press the [Archive selected projects/screens] button on the bottom of the page. 
 
Note that these buttons are grayed out in the free version. 
 

 
 
After the [Archive selected projects/screens] button has been pressed, the selected 
projects/screens will be placed in the archive queue which will be processed one by one by 
the archive process. 
 
The progress of the archive jobs are shown in the page. 
 

 
 

4.2 Automatically archiving a project or screen 

The settings page contains a section ‘Scheduled tasks’ and a section ‘Automatic Archiving 
Settings’. 
 
In the Scheduled Tasks section, the ‘Automatic Archiving’ option can be enabled, and a time 
can be specified on which time the archive must be started. 
It is possible to run the automatic archive at multiple times by specifying multiple times 
separated by a comma, e.g. “00:00, 12:00”. 
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The ‘Automatic Archiving Settings’ contains three fields. 
 
With the ‘Archive all users’ option enabled, the system will check all projects and screens. 
When disabled, the system will only check the projects and screens from a specified user in 
the ‘Users to archive’ field. 
 
The automatic archive will archive a project or screen only when it has not been archived 
before or when the project/screen contains new files that were not archived yet. 
A project will only be archived if the newest file has an age that is older then the age 
specified in the “Minimal age of the collection to be archived” field. 
 
Example: 
When the automatic archive is scheduled to run at 00:00, the ‘Archive all users’ is enabled 
and the minimal age is set to 1 hour, then all projects and screens that were created before 
23:00 will be archived automatically, except the projects and screens that were already 
archived. 
 

4.3 Purging projects or screens 

To manually purge a project or screen, select the projects and screens you would like to 
purge and press the [Purge selected projects/screens] button on the bottom of the page. 
 
Note that these buttons are grayed out in the free version. 
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After the [Purge selected projects/screens] button has been pressed, the selected 
projects/screens will be placed in the purge queue which will be processed one by one by 
the purge process. 
 
The progress of the purge jobs are shown in the page. 
 

 
 

4.4 Restoring projects or screens 

To manually restore a project or screen, select the projects and screens you would like to 
restore and press the [Restore selected projects/screens] button on the bottom of the page. 
 
Note that these buttons are grayed out in the free version. 
 

 
 
After the [Restore selected projects/screens] button has been pressed, the selected 
projects/screens will be placed in the restore queue which will be processed one by one by 
the restore process. 
 
The progress of the restore jobs are shown in the page. 
 

 
 
When the restore process needs to restore files from a harddisk location that is not online, or 
if files needs to be restore from tape, the administrator will be emailed. 
 
More about this can be found in the ‘Backend Configuration’ chapter of this manual. 
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5 Starting and stopping the DAX OMERO Storage Manager 

5.1 Linux 

The installation procedure creates the following startup script : /etc/init.d/omeroSM 
This script will automatically be started when the system is started. 
 
To manually start or stop the OMERO Storage Manager perform the following commands: 
 
 
service omeroSM stop 
 

 
or 
 
 
service omeroSM start 
 

 

5.2 Windows 

The software is running as a service under the name ‘omeroSM’. 
 
To manually start or stop the OMERO Storage Manager perform the following commands: 
 
 
net stop omeroSM 
 

 
or 
 
 
net start omeroSM 
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6 OMERO Storage Manager Settings 

All settings can be configured in the ‘Settings’ page in the administration section. 
 

 

6.1 Global Settings 

 
Administrator's root password 
With this password, you can login as the administrator (with the username ‘root’). 
If OMERO also contains a user ‘root’ then this password can also be used. 
 
HTML port 
This is the port number under which the HTML interface is running. 
 
Amount of backups to keep online 
The number of database backups must be kept online. 
See the backup section for more details. 
 
XML folder (for automated archives) 
When using an automated archive location, this folder will be used to store the XML files. 
See the ‘Backend Configuration’ for more details. 
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Search only in users collections 
When this option is enabled, the users can only search and view their own projects and 
screens. 
 
Search only collections of users groups 
When this option is enabled, the users can only search and view projects and screens of the 
same group as the user. 
 
Only purge when not in other collection (slow) 
When the system is purging files, it can check if the file also belongs to another project or 
screen which is still online. In that case the file will not be purged. 
If there are many files in the OMERO system, this process may take some time. 
When this option is not set, the purge process will remove all the files from a project/screen 
without checking if the file is also used in another project or screen. 
 
Current archive location ID 
Multiple archive locations can be configured (e.g. when using removeable HDDs, each HDD 
is configured as an archive location). 
The archive process will only archive to one location which can be specified in this field. 
 
OMERO Data folder 
This is the location where the system can find the OMERO images. 
 
 

6.2 OMERO Database Settings 

Database servername 
This is the servername of the OMERO database. 
 
Database username 
This is the username of the OMERO database that can be used to access the database 
 
Database password 
This is the password of the OMERO database that can be used to access the database 
 
Database name 
This is the database name of the OMERO database 
 

6.3 Automatic archiving Settings: 

Archive all users 
With the ‘Archive all users’ option enabled, the system will check all projects and screens. 
When disabled, the system will only check the projects and screens from a specified user in 
the ‘Users to archive’ field. 
 
Users to archive 
When the ‘Archive all users’ option is not checked, then only the users with the ID’s in this 
fields will be archived. 
Multiple user ID can be separated with a comma. 
 
Minimal age of collection to be archived 
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A project will only be archived of the newest file has an age that is older then the age 
specified in the “Minimal age of the collection to be archived” field. 
 
 

6.4 Purge Settings: 

Rename screen/project in database after purging 
When enabled, a purged project or screen will be renamed. 
The description will get the (archived) prefix after purging 
 
Move screen/project to archive user and group 
When enabled, a purged project or screen will be moved to another user and group. 
 
Archive user ID 
When the ‘Move screen/project to archive user and group’ is enabled, a purged project or 
screen will be moved to this user. 
 
Archive group ID 
When the ‘Move screen/project to archive user and group’ is enabled, a purged project or 
screen will be moved to this group. 
 

6.5 Quota Management 

The quota for the users and groups can be set here.  
By pressing the [Add user Exception] or [Add group Exception] it is possible to set a different 
quota for a specific user or group. 
The quota is shown in the statistics overview where the systems shows the storage usage of 
all users and groups. When a user uses more online space then is specified in the quota, the 
size is printed in red. 
It is also possible to receive an email message when a user or group exceeds his quota. 
 

6.6 Scheduled tasks: 

Automatic Database Backup  
When enabled, the system will create a daily backup of the archive database. 
See the backup section for more details. 
 
Automatic Database Synchronization  
When enabled, the system will synchronize the OMERO database with the archive 
database. 
When synchronizing the database, the system will search all projects and screens in the 
OMERO database and copy them to the archive database if these are new. 
 
Automatic Project/Screen scanning  
When enabled, the system will scan all projects and screens at a specified time. 
 
Automatic Purging of archive location  
When using a tape or automated archive location, the archive location can be purged. 
See ‘Backend Configuration’ for more details 
 
Automatic Archiving 
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When enabled, the system will start archive the projects automatically at the specified times. 
 
Check Quota of Users and Groups 
When enabled, the system will check the if there are users or groups who exceed the 
specified quota and will send an email message is needed. 

6.7 Email Settings: 

SMTP server 
The SMTP server to use to send email messages. 
 
From email address 
The email address to use as the sender address. 
 
To email address 
The user or administrator who will receive the email messages 
 
Username (only when authentication is needed) 
When an SMTP server needs authentication, this username will be used. 
 
Password (only when authentication is needed) 
When an SMTP server needs authentication, this password will be used. 
 
Send question email 
When enabled, an email will be send when there is a request to restore something from tape 
or if a removable HDD needs to be connected. 
 
Send error email 
When enabled, an email will be send when an error has occurred. 
 
Send warning email 
When enabled, an email will be send when a warning has occurred. 
 
Send information email 
When enabled, a notification email will be send when a project/screen is archived, purged or 
restored. 
 
Send message on exceeding quota 
When enabled, a notification email will be send when a user or group exceeds his quota. 
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7 Backend Configuration 

In the OMERO Storage Manager it is possible to archive to three different kind of storage 
locations: HDD, Tape and Automated. 
 
The configured archive locations can be found in the administration section. 
 

 
 
When adding a new archive location, the following fields must be configured: 
 
Name   : A name of this archive 
Mountpoint  : The path to the archive location 
Archive type  : The type of the archive (hdd, tape or automated) 
Maximum size  : The maximum online size that this archive may contain 
Purge watermark : The purge watermark (see ‘purging an archive location’) 
Purge enabled  : If this archive can be purged. 
 
When an archive location is created, the system will give the archive location a unique ID, 
which is visible in the archive locations list. 
On the archive location, a directory with this ID is created. 
Within this ID folder, two more folders are created ‘read’ and ‘write’. 
So if an archive has ID ‘1’, the following folders are created on that location: 
/1/read 
/1/write 
 
Below is a description of the three different archive types. 
 

7.1 (Removable) HDD Archive 

When using a removable HDD for archiving, each HDD needs to get configured separately 
so each HDD has his own ID. 
 
The mount point of these HDD’s may be the same. The system will recognize which HDD is 
currently connected by the ID directory. 
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To avoid that the system will try to archive to the HDD while it is full, the “maximum size” can 
be set. As soon as there is more archived to this location as the specified “maximum size” 
the system will stop archiving. The project or screen which is currently being archived will be 
finished first however, so some marges needs to be used when setting the “maximum size” 
value. 
 
When the HDD is full, another HDD must be added and configured. 
The system will archive to the archive location that has the ID that is specified in the ‘Current 
Archive Location ID’ in the settings, so this value must be configured to the ID of the new 
archive location. 
 
When the system is archiving projects to the archive location, it writes the files to the ‘write’ 
folder in the following directory: 
/[ID]/write/[project or screen]/[groupID]/[userID]/[projectID or screenID]/[datetime] 
 
When a project or screen needs to be restored, the system will read it back from the HDD 
location. 
If the HDD that contains the archived files is not connected, the system will send an email 
message with a request to connect the HDD with the specified ID. 
As soon as the HDD is connected, the system will recognize that (by the ID directory) and 
will start to restore the project or screen. 
 
The ‘read’ folder is not used in this configuration and purging a HDD archive is not possible. 
 
 

7.2 Tape Archive 

When using a tape location for archiving, a hard disk location needs to be configured for 
caching the files. 
 
The mount point must be configured to point to this cache location. 
 
To avoid that the system will try to archive to the cache while it is full, the “maximum size” 
can be set. As soon as there is more stored in the online cache as the specified “maximum 
size” the system will stop archiving. The project or screen which is currently being archive 
will be finished first however, so some marges needs to be used when setting the “maximum 
size” value. 
 
When the system is archiving projects to the archive location, it writes the files both to the 
‘write’ and ‘read’ folder in the following directory: 
/[ID]/write/[project or screen]/[groupID]/[userID]/[projectID or screenID]/[datetime] 
and 
/[ID]/read/[project or screen]/[groupID]/[userID]/[projectID or screenID]/[datetime] 
 
The write folder must be backed up by the customers backup software, e.g. every night. 
After the files are on tape, the files must be removed from the write cache. This has to be 
handled by the tape software the customer is using. 
 
The ‘read’ folder is used as a cache for restoring. 
To avoid the cache to grow too big, the archive location can be purged. 
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When purging, the system will remove the oldest archived projects from the read cache until 
there is less storage used then specified in the ‘Purge Watermark’. 
  
When a project or screen needs to be restored, the system will read it back from ‘read’ 
folder. 
If the project is not in the ‘read’ location (because it was purged), the system will send an 
email with the request to restore the needed directory from tape to the ‘read’ location. 
As soon as the files are restored, the system will recognize that and will start to restore the 
project or screen. 
 
 

7.3 Automated Archive 

When using a automated archive location for archiving, a hard disk location needs to be 
configured for caching the files. 
 
The mount point must be configured to point to this cache location. 
 
To avoid that the system will try to archive to the cache while it is full, the “maximum size” 
can be set. As soon as there is more stored in the online cache as the specified “maximum 
size” the system will stop archiving. The project or screen which is currently being archive 
will be finished first however, so some marges needs to be used when setting the “maximum 
size” value. 
 
When the system is archiving projects to the archive location, it writes the files both to the 
‘write’ and ‘read’ folder in the following directory: 
/[ID]/write/[project or screen]/[groupID]/[userID]/[projectID or screenID]/[datetime] 
and 
/[ID]/read/[project or screen]/[groupID]/[userID]/[projectID or screenID]/[datetime] 
 
After the files are written, an XML file is created in the XML folder (as configured in the 
settings). 
 
This XML file has the following syntax: 
<archive> 
<OrderDescription>project$2$2$101$16-11-2009_154634</OrderDescription> 
<SourceFolder>/data/archive1/1/write/project/2/2/101/16-11-2009_154634</SourceFolder> 
<RemoveSource>true</RemoveSource> 
<RemoveFolder>true</RemoveFolder> 
<RemoveXmlAfterFinish>true</RemoveXmlAfterFinish> 
<RemoveXmlAfterFailure>false</RemoveXmlAfterFailure> 
</archive> 

 
This XML file can be used to automatically move the data from the write folder to an archive 
location. This has to be done by a third party product. 
 
The ‘read’ folder is used as a cache for restoring. 
To avoid the cache to grow too big, the archive location can be purged. 
 
When purging, the system will remove the oldest archived projects from the read cache until 
there is less storage using then specified in the ‘Purge Watermark’. 
  
When a project or screen needs to be restored, the system will read it back from ‘read’ 
folder. 
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If the project is not in the ‘read’ location (because it was purged), the system will create an 
xml file which describes the folder to be restored. 
 
The xml file has the following syntax: 
 
<restore> 
<OrderDescription> project$2$2$101$16-11-2009_154634</OrderDescription> 
<DestinationFolder>/data/archive1/1/read/project/2/2/101/16-11-2009_154634</DestinationFolder> 
<RemoveXmlAfterFinish>false</RemoveXmlAfterFinish> 
<RemoveXmlAfterFailure>false</RemoveXmlAfterFailure> 
</restore> 

 
This XML file can be used to automatically restore the data from the archive storage back to 
the read folder. This has to be done by a third party product. 
 
As soon as the files are restored, the system will recognize that and will start to restore the 
project or screen. 
 

7.4 Removing an archive location 

When an archive location contains no archived projects and screens, it is possible to remove 
the archive location from the ‘Archive Locations’ screen. 
If there are projects and screens location on this location, the ‘[remove]’ button will be 
disabled. 
 

7.5 Purging an archive location 

When using a tape or automated archive location, the ‘read’ folder is used as a cache. 
To avoid this to become too large, the system can purge this location. 
 
When purging, the system will remove the oldest archived projects from the read cache until 
there is less storage used then specified in the ‘Purge Watermark’. 
 

7.6 Rescanning an archive location 

It is possible to rescan an archive location. 
This is mainly used for HDD archive locations. 
It is possible to combine two or more removable HDD disks to a larger new HDD. 
This new HDD must be configured as a new archive location. After copying the files from the 
old HDDs to the new HDD, the new archive location can be ‘rescanned’. 
The system will recognize that the new archive location now contains the archive projects 
and screens. 
Afterwards the old archive location can be removed from the configuration. 
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8 License page 

When using the licensed version of the OMERO Storage Manager, a hardware USB dongle 
will be send which contains a hardware ‘hostID’. 
Together with this dongle, a license is provided to activate the software. 
 
This hostID and licenses can be found on the licenses section of the administration. 
 

 
 
Without the hardware dongle, the system will generate a hostID itself. 
This hostID can be used to request a temporary license to evaluate the product. 
 
Requesting an evaluation license can be done from: 
http://www.omerostoragemanager.com/license 
 
After filling in the hostID and customer information, the license will be emailed automatically. 
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9 Tools section 

The administration section contains a set of tools. 
 

 
 
Run database synchronization now 
Start running the database synchronization directly. 
 
Run scheduled project/screen scan now 
Start scanning all the projects and screens directly. 
 
Run scheduled archive now 
Start archiving all the projects and screens directly. 
 
Run database backup now 
Start creating a backup of the archive database directly. 
See the “Backup Procedure” chapter for more information. 
  
Dump thread information 
Show a thread dump of all internal processes. 
 
Save full dump to debug folder 
Create a dump of all settings, running processes and current sessions to the ‘debug’ 
subfolder in the installation. 
This can be used for debugging purposes. 
 
Run SQL 
Perform SQL statements of the OMERO or archive database. 
 
Send test email message 
Send a test email message to check if the email settings are correct 
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10 Status information and view sessions 

For most actions that are done a session folder is created in the ‘session’ subfolder in the 
installation directory. 
This session directory contains a full log of the action, the result of the action and all other 
information that is useful for later. 
 
These sessions can be found by pressing the [more status information] button on the home 
page. 
 

 
 
 
For all internal processes the current queue is visible, and the previous sessions can be 
viewed. 
 
When opening the sessions from the archiver process, the following screen will be shown: 
 

 
 
More details can be seen when pressing the [Details] button. 
 

 
 
From here, the log file, the filelisting of all the archived files and the error file can be opened. 
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These session details are available for the following actions: 
- Archiving 
- Purging 
- Restoring 
- Scanning projects and screens 
- Synchronizing the database 
- Backup the archive database 
- Purging an archive location 
- Rescanning an archive location 
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11 Backup procedures 

It is possible to create an automatic backup of the archive database every day at a specific 
time. 
In the settings page this can be enabled, and the time for this can be configured. 
 
When creating a backup, the system will backup the tables in the archive database as text 
files in the /dbbackup/current subfolder of the installation. 
 
If there was a previous backup in the /dbbackup/current folder, this folder will be moved to 
the /dbbackup/0 folder and the previous /dbbackup/0 folder will be moved to /dbbackup/1 
folder etc. 
The number of backups that are kept online in this directory structure can be configured in 
the settings. 
 
To restore a database, the tool “restoreDB” can be used. 
This tool is able to restore from a previous dump. 
If no backup is available, the tool is also able to rebuild the database from the log files in the 
db_log directory. This is a very slow process however. 
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12 Statistics 

The home page contains a button called [statistics]. 
 
By pressing this button, the OMERO statistics will be shown. 
 

 
 
When the root user is logged in, a list is shown of all the users and groups showing the 
amount of data used. 
Also, the quota is shown. When the online storage is higher than the quota, the size is listed 
in red. 
 
When a user is logged in, only the statistics of his own projects and screens are shown. 
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13 Example of usage (Archiving to removable USB drives) 

The following configuration could be used when archiving to a set of removable USB disks. 
 
The software is running on a linux machine and the USB drive is mounted to the 
/data/archive mountpoint. 
 
For the first USB drive, an archive location is created with the following settings: 
Name   : Drive-1 
Mountpoint  : /data/archive 
Archive type  : (Removable) HDD Archive 
Maximum Size : 1 TB 
Purge Watermark : 0  (purging is not used) 
Purge enable  : false  
ID   : 1 (this is automatically generated when creating the archive) 
 
 
On the settings, the following settings are used. 
 
Current archive location ID    : 1 
Amount of backups to keep online   : 10 
Automatic Database Backup    : enabled, run at 21:00 
Automatic Database Synchronization  : enabled, run at 21:30 
Automatic Project/Screen scanning   : enabled, run at 22:00 
Automatic Purging of archive location  : disabled 
Automatic Archiving     : enabled, run at 00:00 
Archive all users     : enabled 
Minimal age of collection to be archived  : 1 hour 
Rename screen/project in database after purging : enabled 
Move screen/project to archive user and group : enabled 
Archive user ID     : 15 
Archive group ID     : 15 
 
With these settings, the system starts to create a backup of his own database at 21:00. 
10 of these backups will be kept online. 
The company backup mechanism will backup the /opt/omeroSM/dbbackup/current folder to 
the companies tape library. 
 
At 21:30, the system will check the OMERO database for any new projects that are not in 
the archive database yet. These new projects will be copied to the archive database. 
 
At 22:00, the system will scan all projects and screens to check how many files belong to 
each project or screen, and how much size each project and screen is using. 
 
At 00:00, the system will start archiving all projects and screens that were created this day 
(except the projects/screens that were created the last hour, these will be archived the next 
day). 
 
Archiving will only be done if the first USB drive in mounted in /data/archive and as long as 
there is less then 1 TB stored on this drive. 
 
When the first USB drive gets full, the second USB drive is used. 
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The first USB drive is disconnected, and the second USB disk will be connected and also 
mounted to the /data/archive location. 
 
For this second USB drive, a second archive location is created, with the following settings: 
Name   : Drive-2 
Mountpoint  : /data/archive 
Archive type  : (Removable) HDD Archive 
Maximum Size : 1 TB 
Purge Watermark : 0  (purging is not used) 
Purge enable  : false  
ID   : 2 (this is automatically generated when creating the archive) 
 
Also the “Current archive location ID” in the settings will be set to ‘2’ to let the system know 
that the new USB disk must be used for archiving. 
 
With this setup, archiving the projects and screens goes automatically. The administrator 
only needs to make sure that there is enough space on the USB disks and replace that when 
needed. 
The system will not automatically remove files from the fileserver however (purging). This 
has to be done manually. 
When the fileserver is running low on space, the administrator can use the OMERO Storage 
Manager to search the projects and screens sorted on the ‘last accessed time’. 
He can then select the least accessed projects and screens and manually purge them. 
It is also possible to sort on the online size to purge some large projects or screens. 
 
When a user needs a project or screen that is purged, this project will not be visible for him 
in OMERO Insight, since the project is moved to the archive user after it was purged. 
To restore the project or screen, the user can login to the OMERO Storage Manager web 
interface, search his project or screen and restore it from there. 
When the project or screen is restored it will be visible again for him in OMERO Insight. 
 
If a projects needs to be restored that is archived on an USB drive that is not connected, the 
system will send an email message to ask the administrator to connect the USB drive to the 
system and mount that to the /data/archive location. 
The system will then restore the files automatically. 
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14 Example of usage (Archiving to a tape library) 

 
The following configuration could be used when using a tape library for archiving the projects 
and screens. 
The existing tape software that the company is using will be used for this. 
 
The software is running on a linux machine which contains a HDD drive of 1 TB in 
/data/archive for caching the archived files. 
 
An archive location is created with the following settings: 
Name   : Tape Archive 
Mountpoint  : /data/archive 
Archive type  : Tape 
Maximum Size : 850 GB 
Purge Watermark : 700 GB 
Purge enable  : true 
ID   : 1 (this is automatically generated when creating the archive) 
 
 
On the settings, the following settings are used. 
 
Current archive location ID    : 1 
Amount of backups to keep online   : 10 
Automatic Database Backup    : enabled, run at 21:00 
Automatic Database Synchronization  : enabled, run at 21:30 
Automatic Project/Screen scanning   : enabled, run at 22:00 
Automatic Purging of archive location  : enabled, run at 22:30 
Automatic Archiving     : enabled, run at 00:00 
Archive all users     : enabled 
Minimal age of collection to be archived  : 1 hour 
Rename screen/project in database after purging : enabled 
Move screen/project to archive user and group : enabled 
Archive user ID     : 15 
Archive group ID     : 15 
 
With these settings, the system starts to create a backup of his own database at 21:00. 
10 of these backups will be kept online. 
The company backup mechanism will backup the /opt/omeroSM/dbbackup/current folder to 
the companies tape library. 
 
At 21:30, the system will check the OMERO database for any new projects that are not in 
the archive database yet. These new projects will be copied to the archive database. 
 
At 22:00, the system will scan all projects and screens to check how many files belong to 
each project or screen, and how much size each project and screen is using. 
 
At 22:30, the system will purge the archive location. It will check the size of the ‘read’ folder 
in the archive location which is used as the read cache. If there is more then 700GB in the 
read cache, the oldest archived projects and screens will be removed until there is less then 
700GB of files in the read cache. 
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At 00:00, the system will start archiving all projects and screens that were created this day 
(except the projects/screens that were created the last hour, these will be archived the next 
day). 
 
The files will be archived to the /data/archive/write folder and to the /data/archive/read folder. 
The last one will be used for restoring and the system keeps the files there as long as 
possible (until it gets purged). 
 
The files in the /data/archive/write folder needs to get backed up by the customers backup 
software. 
This backup software needs to be scheduled to backup all the files in the /data/archive/write 
folder once a day and when finished, these files needs to be removed. 
 
With this setup, archiving the projects and screens goes automatically.  
 
The system will not automatically remove files from the fileserver however (purging). This 
has to be done manually. 
When the fileserver is running low on space, the administrator can use the OMERO Storage 
Manager to search the projects and screens sorted on the ‘last accessed time’. 
He can then select the least accessed projects and screens and manually purge them. 
It is also possible to sort on the online size to purge some large projects or screens. 
 
When a user needs a project or screen that is purged, this project will not be visible for him 
in OMERO Insight, since the project is moved to the archive user after it was purged. 
To restore the project or screen, the user can login to the OMERO Storage Manager web 
interface, search his project or screen and restore it from there. 
When the project or screen is restored it will be visible again for him in OMERO Insight. 
 
If a projects needs to be restored that is not available in the read cache anymore, the system 
will send an email message to ask the administrator to restore a specified directory from the 
tape library to the /data/archive/read folder. When the directory is restored, the system will 
then restore the project or screen automatically. 
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15 Example of usage (Archiving to a BluRay jukebox) 

 
The following configuration could be used when using the DAX FFA software to 
automatically archive to a BluRay jukebox. 
The DAX FFA software can process the XML files that are created by the archive- en restore 
process to archive and restore projects or screens. 
 
The software is running on a linux machine which contains a HDD drive of 1 TB in 
/data/archive for caching the archived files. 
The DAX FFA software is also running on the linux machine. 
 
The smartDAX smartDAX BluRay jukebox is connected through the network to the linux 
machine. 
 
An archive location is created with the following settings: 
Name   : BluRay Archive 
Mountpoint  : /data/archive 
Archive type  : Automated Archive (XML) 
 Maximum Size : 850 GB 
Purge Watermark : 700 GB 
Purge enable  : true 
ID   : 1 (this is automatically generated when creating the archive) 
 
 
On the settings, the following settings are used. 
 
Current archive location ID    : 1 
Amount of backups to keep online   : 10 
Automatic Database Backup    : enabled, run at 21:00 
Automatic Database Synchronization  : enabled, run at 21:30 
Automatic Project/Screen scanning   : enabled, run at 22:00 
Automatic Purging of archive location  : enabled, run at 22:30 
Automatic Archiving     : enabled, run at 00:00 
Archive all users     : enabled 
Minimal age of collection to be archived  : 1 hour 
Rename screen/project in database after purging : enabled 
Move screen/project to archive user and group : enabled 
Archive user ID     : 15 
Archive group ID     : 15 
 
With these settings, the system starts to create a backup of his own database at 21:00. 
10 of these backups will be kept online. 
The company backup mechanism will backup the /opt/omeroSM/dbbackup/current folder to 
the companies tape library. 
 
At 21:30, the system will check the OMERO database for any new projects that are not in 
the archive database yet. These new projects will be copied to the archive database. 
 
At 22:00, the system will scan all projects and screens to check how many files belong to 
each project or screen, and how much size each project and screen is using. 
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At 22:30, the system will purge the archive location. It will check the size of the ‘read’ folder 
in the archive location which is used as the read cache. If there is more then 700GB in the 
read cache, the oldest archived projects and screens will be removed until there is less then 
700GB of files in the read cache. 
 
At 00:00, the system will start archiving all projects and screens that were created this day 
(except the projects/screens that were created the last hour, these will be archived the next 
day). 
 
The files will be archived to the /data/archive/write folder and to the /data/archive/read folder. 
The last one will be used for restoring and the system keeps the files there as long as 
possible (until it gets purged). 
 
As soon as a project or screen is archived to the /data/archive/write folder, the OMERO 
Archive Manager creates an XML file which contains information about the just archive 
project or screen. 
The FFA software is triggered by this XML file and will migrate these files to the BluRay 
jukebox. The jukebox will buffer these files and write it to 2 BluRay disks. One disk is to be 
kept in the jukebox, the other disk can be exported to be kept offline in another location for 
fatal recovery. 
 
The system will not automatically remove files from the fileserver however (purging). This 
has to be done manually. 
When the fileserver is running low on space, the administrator can use the OMERO Storage 
Manager to search the projects and screens sorted on the ‘last accessed time’. 
He can then select the least accessed projects and screens and manually purge them. 
It is also possible to sort on the online size to purge some large projects or screens. 
 
When a user needs a project or screen that is purged, this project will not be visible for him 
in OMERO Insight, since the project is moved to the archive user after it was purged. 
To restore the project or screen, the user can login to the OMERO Storage Manager web 
interface, search his project or screen and restore it from there. 
When the project or screen is restored it will be visible again for him in OMERO Insight. 
 
If a projects needs to be restored that is not available in the read cache anymore, the system 
will create an XML file with a request to restore a specific folder. 
The FFA software will get triggered by this xml file and makes sure that the project or screen 
will get restored from the BluRay disk in the jukebox. 
These files will get restored to the /data/archive/read location so the OMERO Storage 
Manager will be able to complete the restore of the project or screen. 
 
With this setup, both the archiving and restoring of the projects and screens goes fully 
automated. 
 
 
 


